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Guest Editorial

Sri N Ganapathy Subramaniam
COO & Executive Director – TCS
Business 4.0 – Implications for the industry, skills and jobs
Preface
The era of industrialization from the late 18th century onwards has been punctuated by revolutions that
redefined how the economy functioned – first steam, then electrification and the advent of computing.
Today, we are living through the Fourth Industrial Revolution, or Industry 4.0, which is driving the confluence
of the physical, digital and biological worlds.
This generation of change is profound, given the rapid pace of breakthroughs in emerging digital technologies,
their network effect on each other and the embedding of technology into almost all aspects of business and life;
so much so that business is getting more and more embedded into technology which in effect is reshaping entire
industries.
The implications for enterprises, people, educational institutions, government and the industry at large are
overwhelming. It is the fundamental responsibility of each of us to reimagine the art of possible and shape our
future.

Digital Technologies
What makes ‘Digital’ so different is the way it is powering a tectonic shift in the world of human capabilities
and experience. It is empowering people, businesses and enables them to seamlessly interact to get things done
instantaneously. It is an era characterized by unprecedented volume, variety and velocity of innovation.
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Imagine the possibilities that emerge with billions of people connected by mobile devices, with unprecedented
processing power, unlimited storage capacity, and access to knowledge... And these possibilities will be
multiplied by emerging technology breakthroughs in fields such as artificial intelligence, robotics, the Internet
of Things, autonomous vehicles, 3-D printing, nanotechnology, biotechnology, materials science, energy
storage, quantum computing and more…
And in your and my workaday world, this ‘Digital Age’ is characterized by the continuous availability of data,
systems, applications and business processes. It will increasingly be taken for granted that the service is
“always on.” It is a world of ‘Service on Demand’ born out of the exponential rise of Data, Cloud, and
Mobility.

Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 is fundamentally leveraging one or more of these digital technologies to redefine the boundaries of
businesses and empowering the end customer – be it individuals, institutions, corporates and small enterprises.
It is characterized by inter-connectivity of stakeholders thereby evolution of a strong ecosystem in which every
one of the players maximize their potential to grow and at the same time being innovative and efficient.
Every new technology has historically changed the way work got done. Digital technologies is exactly doing
the same in Industry 4.0. It’s an era an era where time is collapsing; where lifecycle for ideas, products, services
is becoming more akin to rapid locust-leaps, a flourish-fast and then change-the-game world.
In the Industry 4.0 landscape, corporations must follow suit and engage in their own fourth generational
evolution. There are institutions diving deep into trying to solve some of the most difficult problems of the
world. New ways of housing, travel, transportation, healthcare, education, financial services, agriculture, food,
water, energy, communication – you name it, everything is undergoing a tectonic shift.
And they are rising to this challenge. They are building their digital core, adopting the cloud, a new ‘agile’ way
of working and are now embracing automation, robotics and artificial intelligence. In essence they are going
through massive workplace and workforce transformation internally and looking to partner externally to extend
their business boundaries.
So, how does one go about being a leader in Industry 4.0? How does one put experience first and win over
customers and creating growth at a super accelerated pace. At TCS, we have a thought leadership framework
for achieving this and we call this Business 4.0. Its distinct pillars and technology enablers help to identify
opportunities for business advantage. The businesses that can truly transform themselves into Business 4.0 are
those that will prosper in the digital age.

Implications for Industries - Business 4.0
To be successful in Industry 4.0, a change in mindset is required. At the outset, enterprises should no longer
think themselves as silos but figure out a meaningful ecosystem in which they will lead or participate with their
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products and services that can be consumed. This would often result in challenging the deep-held operational
assumptions and rethinking the relationships with suppliers, customers and competitors.
In this context, the Business 4.0 framework let the leadership of corporations to reimagine their business across
the following four pillars or dimensions in a structured manner:
a) Enabling Segment of One and Mass Personalization
b) Creating Exponential Value
c) Evolving Ecosystems
d) Embracing Risks.
The reimagined solution is typically realized in an Agile way of working (rapid delivery of value to business),
adopting a Machine first solution paradigm (adopting analytics, machine learning and artificial intelligence) and
having the entire platform operating on a cloud infrastructure.
Further, it is also to be noted that the previous technological evolutions were based on optimizing scarcity (e.g.
we have a scarce machine and the focus was to utilize it effectively), but in this era, we have the possibility of
taking advantage of abundance (abundance of capital, abundance of
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globally distributed skilled resources who are available to be tapped over the net), i.e., using technology to
leverage availability and abundance.
To illustrate the above by an example, let us take the scenario of a bank providing a home loan. In the current
context, the customer approaches the bank for a home loan and the bank simply goes through a deeply
established procedure of evaluating the loan application and sanctioning or rejecting a loan. This process could
take anywhere between 7 days to 30 days and the transaction is done, the bank takes all the collaterals needed
and the process rests there. Let us imagine a scenario where the bank understands that what the customer needs
is a ‘home’ and having a home loan is purely an adjacent need. This opens up a whole new world. The
corporate side of the bank may have potentially sanctioned project financing for some of the real estate projects
that could be cross sold to this customer. The bank could enter into partnerships with real estate builders or
agents who have several properties for sale and create an ecosystem. The bank can integrate a technology by
which information on all the properties within a selected criteria, pros & cons of the property, location, typical
sale value done in that area in the last 30 days and such other information. The bank can also provide links to
blogs which highlight the tax implications and tax savings opportunities thereby act as a facilitator in selecting
a suitable home for the client, consistent with his financial abilities and aspirations. And, this is not done yet,
having purchased the home with a suitable home loan, the bank also has the ability to understand the client’s
requirements for furnishing the house and be in a position to bundle consumer goods loans, car loans as well as
property insurance etc thereby gaining a better wallet share of the clients business as well as retaining the client
relationship in Toto. Digital technologies simply make all these possible with transparency and pretty much the
client is online on the status and the possibilities.
Likewise there are many scenarios which are redefining the way industries are rethinking their products,
manufacturing processes and services. To quote a few:
 Artificial intelligence and data analytics based algorithms will vastly improve quality of manufacturing,
reduce the need for quality control efforts. Getting it right the first time will be that much closer;
 Robotics will play a significant role coupled with machine learning algorithms that will reduce the amount
of manual labour in operations such as assembly and packaging;
 Self-driving vehicles will be the norm in warehouses and moving goods from one location to the other;
 Production lines will be absolutely flexible driven by digital technologies such as robotics, AR/VR devices
that will allow a variety of totally unrelated products could be manufactured in the same factory and
production line. It will be possible for a novice to be in the production line carrying out the tasks needed
(supported by AR/VR devices) alongside Robots (COBOTS);
 Sensors will detect and enable correction of parts in machines and it will be a whole new generation of
effective preventive maintenance in action; and
 Demand for skills that performs simple, repetitive tasks will reduce drastically
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Implications for skills and jobs
In the foregoing sections, we saw the facets of industry 4.0, implications to industries at large and how Business
4.0 as a framework can help them leverage the host of digital technologies to advance their growth and
transformation agenda.
It is clear that adopting these technologies will significantly enhance productivity, may reduce the number of
employees required in some areas. On the other hand such automation is about upscaling businesses and it will
create larger growth and completely different set of opportunities. One thing clear though is that the level of
cooperation and interaction between humans and robots will be increasing and will become the new normal, not
only in factories but in our everyday life.
Personally, I am of the view that such upscaling of businesses will create new roles or jobs of different kinds
while some category of jobs will be reduced. Industry will need huge pool of resources in areas such as:







research & development, innovation and creativity;
highly skilled designers and programmers specialized in machine learning and algorithms;
analytics and industrial data science expertise;
biological data analysts with capability to mesh it in the digital world;
those who will be able to interact with robots and get the job done (robotics, drones);
IT solution architects and user interface designers

Employees will have to show greater flexibility to adapt to new roles and new ways of working, and continuous
learning will be the norm of professional life. Hiring based only on qualification will be minimal; the emphasis
will be on capabilities and inter-disciplinary skills of the individual.
The educational institutions should begin revamping the curriculum that will promote inter disciplinary skills,
starting at school level. It is critical to integrate computer science and engineering skills to every other
discipline including business administration and finance. Greater emphasis need to be put on bringing
environment, biological, digital and physical dimensions together and apply the learnings specific to industries
such as healthcare, manufacturing, logistics and the like.

Epilogue
The digital technologies are powering growth, efficiency and innovation across industry verticals at
unprecedented speed. Enterprises adopting this holistically and transform themselves as a Business 4.0
enterprise will create exponential value. A number of ecosystems will be in play and more and more things will
be interactive, transparent and instantaneous. Businesses will get embedded in digital platforms that will drive
high volume at the lowest cost per transaction of even micro values supporting mass personalization perhaps
even at transaction level and the services of enterprises will be ‘always on’. The skills in the 4.0 world will be
determined not by qualifications but by inter-disciplinary capabilities. Employees will need to demonstrate
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greater adaptability to change and flexibility to shift roles on the fly; the roles will come with on the job
instructions powered by augmented reality devices, in essence promoting fungibility of resources at scale.

Sri N Ganapathy Subramaniam
Dr. K.N. Balasubramanya Murthy
Chairman, BITES
From Chairman's Desk
I am delighted, as Chairman of BITES, to place the 64th newsletter in your hands. As ever, I would be highly
obliged for your valuable feedback for its improvement.
Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) has formulated National Institutional Ranking Framework
(NIRF) in September 2015 to rank the higher education institutions in the country. A Core Committee,
constituted for the purpose, developed a set of metrics / parameters for ranking the institutions. These
parameters are organized into five broad heads, which have been further expanded into sub-heads. Each broad
head has an overall weight assigned to it with appropriate weights for various sub-heads. Performance score
under each sub-head is measured using only such data that can be easily provided by institutions themselves or
through third parties so that chosen data is easily verifiable to meet the objective of transparency. The sub-head
scores are then added to obtain scores for each broad head. The overall institutional score is the sum of
weighted head-scores to a maximum value of 100. The institutions are then rank-ordered based on their scores.
The detailed ranking framework with heads as well as their weightage factors is given below:
A
1
2
3
4
B
1
2
3
4
C
1
2

Teaching, Learning & Resources (TLR) with a weightage of 30%
100
Student Strength including Doctoral Students (SS)
20
Faculty-student ratio with emphasis on permanent faculty (FSR)
30
Combined metric for Faculty with PhD (or equivalent) and Experience (FQE)
20
Total Budget and Its Utilization: (CBTU)
30
Teaching, Learning & Resources (TLR) Research and Professional Practice (RPC) 100
with a weightage of 30%
Combined metric for Publications (PU)
35
Combined metric for Quality of Publications (QP)
35
IPR and Patents: Filed, Published, Granted and Licensed (IPR)
15
Footprint of Projects & Professional Practice and Executive Development
15
Programs (FPPP)
Graduation Outcomes (GO) with a weightage of 20%
100
Combined % for Placement, Higher Studies, and Entrepreneurship (GPHE)
40
Metric for University Examinations: GUE
15
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3
4
D
1
2
3
4
E
1
2
3
4

Median Salary (MS)
Metric for Graduating Students Admitted Into Top Universities (GTOP)
Metric for Number of Ph.D. Students Graduated GPHD
Outreach and Inclusivity (OI) with a weightage of 10%
Percent Students from other states/countries (Region Diversity RD)
Percentage of Women (WF) + (WS) + (WA)
Economically and Socially Challenged Students (ESCS)
Facilities for Physically Challenged Students (PCS)
Perception with a weightage of 10%
Peer Perception: Employers and Research Investors (PREMP)
Peer Perception: Academics (PRACD)
Public Perception (PRPUB)
Competitiveness (PRCMP)

25
20
100
30
30
20
20
100
25
25
25
25

It is important to note that NIRF bases the ranking entirely on self-reported data of institutions. The ranking
exercise does not include any visits to institutions.
NIRF ranking is being announced every year during April in time for the college entrants to make a judicious
choice among the universities, institutes and programs of study where to seek admission. However, more
important objective of NIRF is to motivate and encourage academia to set high standards in research and
teaching. In particular, NIRF meets the need of having an India based ranking scheme which is cognizant of
local context.
In India, there are 50,000+ higher educational institutions in the form of 39,000 colleges, 11,000 stand-alone
institutions and over 900 universities. Barring some institutions, many higher education institutions have a
subject area of focus such as Engineering, Pharmacy, Management, Medicine, Law and Architecture.
Accordingly, the ranking of institutions has been carried out subject wise using NIRF in the last three years
namely, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
Although MHRD has not spelt out the exact purpose of NIRF ranking, different organizations, individuals, and
entities have started interpreting the purpose of ranking exercise differently. Even though NIRF annual exercise
has been widely acclaimed when introduced, over the last couple of years, some questions / concerns /
observations / suggestions / remarks that have surfaced are listed below. These span from methodology of
ranking to apprehensions about unintended use of ranking.


Since NIRF ranking exercise is an initiative of MHRD (i.e., Government of India), obviously, it has higher
credibility compared to the ranking exercises carried out by several private entities putting far greater onus
on NIRF exercise;
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NIRF does not notify the status of all participated institutions except top 100 to 200 institutions. This has
led to grapevine that the institutions not in the list could face consequences such as loss of funding and even
closure over time;
An impression has been created that the NIRF helps students to make informed decisions about taking
admission and the misplaced belief that you get the education-you-pay-for. This may lead to better ranked
institutions justifying overly higher fees;
NIRF uses the same framework for ranking all types of institutions such as Institutes of National
Importance, Central Universities, Deem-to-be Universities, State Universities, State Private Universities,
Autonomous Colleges and Affiliated Colleges;
NIRF uses research performance to count towards 30% of a university’s rank and 20% of a college’s rank
which may not be the priority of a university or college. In many UG centric colleges, faculty workload
prohibits doing research;
Careful observation of the ranking in the last three years indicates that several institutions / universities have
moved up and down as many as 50 to 100 places. Does it really mean that these institutions / universities
have really fall in quality or improve quality in such as short span of one or two years? Between 2016 and
2017, 35 of the universities that were ranked between 50 and 100, while there are as many as 47 new
entrants in the top 100. Is quality so transient that from year to year we will have to radically redefine our
idea of which universities meet the bar?;
Of the 100 best institutions in the overall rankings, 67 are from just eight states (such as Tamil Nadu,
Maharashtra, Karnataka, West Bengal, and Delhi), depicting the regional imbalance in terms of the presence
of top educational institutions in the country;
Why critical variables such as number of male and female students, student-faculty ratio, infrastructure
available, and spending per student that are widely used in other developed countries which allow for a
more diverse and inclusive ecosystem for higher education are not considered?;
There are serious shortcomings in method and execution. Over 70% of the NIRF data is self-reported by the
colleges and universities which can potentially be circumspect and needs rigorous verification. Even though
summary data has been put in the public domain by the NIRF for the top 100 universities, at least a quarter
of their own data on homepages do not corroborate their data for public viewing. There is thus little chance
of verification by transparency, leave alone any reprimand for any mismatch in reportage by delinquent and
misleading university / colleges;
Besides the problem of data reliability, there are methodological issues too that need further scrutiny. The
ranking, for example, relies on ‘perception’ in a prominent way. Can such a criterion offer any objective
numbers? Or is this just intended to favour universities who spend on advertisements and self-promote as
well as brand aggressively. It may encourage universities to game the system by getting higher ranks
without necessarily possessing innate academic quality;
While to its credit the NIRF has relied on Web of Science and Scopus publications, no credible effort is
visible to meaningfully discuss parity of publications in Indian languages. There is an acute need to factor in
an innovative weightage system for such disciplines;
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NIRF has also been silent on some important aspects involving academic integrity. The framework has no
rules to disincentivize wrongful academic practices, it has no protocols for tackling ‘predatory journal’
publications or plagiarism, and the debate on management quotas and academic quality remain untouched;
Despite these glaring shortcomings, the University Grant Commission’s (UGC’s) new draft regulations
proposes to use the NIRF ranking to allocate its scarce public funds. In NIRF lists in the last three years,
two-fifths of the top 100 universities are funded by state governments which currently enroll almost double
the number of students than the private colleges and universities. If no proper weightage is given to this
important fact then state universities will always be ranked lower. The linking of the NIRF in its present
form and the UGC funds could divert scarce public money to private universities and colleges under a range
of pretexts;
As NIRF Secretariat observed wrongful conduct in use of NIRF ranking data, it had to issue a notification
regarding misuse / misrepresentation of NIRF ranking data in advertisements done by some higher
education institutions. It has further issued an Advisory that the institutions found to be putting out
misleading advertisements or misleading information on their website (mentioned below) shall be debarred
from participating in future NIRF ranking exercises;
Institutions are highlighting state-wise or district wise ranks although NIRF does not publish ranks in statewise or district wise category;
Institutions have created categories like private institutions, government institutions, self financing, not for
profit etc. although NIRF does not have any such categories;
Some of the institutions have mentioned the rank on their website but they have not mentioned the year they
were ranked in and hence misleading the public by providing incomplete / incorrect data;
Institutions falling under Rank Band are also providing ranks while advertising whereas NIRF has not
provided any rank to institutions under Rank Band;
Institutions have used NIRF emblem for commercial purpose or to create an impression of association or as
a part of patent title, trademark or design without prior permission which is prohibited as per the State
Emblem of India Act, 2005;
Some of the institutions are ranked by private players and NIRF as well. They are displaying private
player’s ranks with the logo of NIRF which is unethical;

The above observations / apprehensions, expressed by well-meaning academicians / experts / critics / NIRF
Secretariat shall help MHRD to refine the framework year after year by fine-tuning parameters / provisions /
guidelines to ensure that deserving institutions get their due position in the ranking without any intended misuse
/ abuse.
At this juncture, it may also be worthwhile revisiting the intent behind having our own ranking framework. The
NIRF has met the first criteria of having covered good number of institutions in a transparent manner.
However, it needs to engender a culture of academic excellence among Indian Institutions. If you study how
countries like USA have benefitted from higher education, one factor comes to fore is the strong focus on
differentiation at individual institutions. Thus NIRF may need to be more fine-grained nudging institutions to
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develop their own niches and specializations by using a broad-based multi-dimensional approach. Finally, the
Higher Education institutions collectively have to address stakeholder expectations. As a nation we need to
know which is that “Go To Institution” that can handle a particular challenge / opportunity exceptionally well
may it be related to energy or environment or civic infrastructure. Communities would like to see institutions
located in their neighbourhood providing solutions to issued faced by them. Similarly, industries would like to
profit from expertise in higher education institutions that can understand local context.
The younger generations look up to institutions to give a degree of reassurance when they want to chart out new
paths away from beaten tracks. Hence wealth of data collected as a part of ranking exercise may have to be
presented in a manner that gives a stake and opportunity to any institution, teacher or student to challenge the
incumbents.

Prof K N Balasubramanya Murthy
Prof R Natarajan's Column
Former Chairman, AICTE & BITES
Former Director, IIT-Madras
Graded Autonomy
The UGC has recently notified UGC (Categorization of Universities for Grant of Grade Autonomy)
Regulations-2017, to coordinate and determine the standards of higher education in institutions of higher
education. This is in recognition of “the importance of granting autonomy to institutions of higher education as
a way of promoting and institutionalizing excellence”.
The UGC has categorized Universities into Categories I, II and III on the basis of the following parameters:
Category I University: Accredited by NAAC with a score of 3.5 or above; or Has achieved a ranking in the top
50 institutions of the NIRF ranking in the category of universities for two years continuously
Category II University: Accredited by NAAC with a score between 3.01 and 3.49; or has a ranking from 51 to
100 in the NIRF ranking in the category of universities for two years continuously.
Category III University: A University would be in Category III if it does not come either under the Category I
or Category II.
Graded Autonomy for Universities of different categories: The Commission may have different provisions for
different categories of Institutions as defined in Clause above with the objective of giving higher levels of
autonomy to Institutions under Category I compared to institutions under Categories II or III, and to institutions
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under Category II compared to institutions under Category III. While framing any Regulation, the Commission
may also sub-categorize any of the Categories in that Regulation to give a differentiated autonomy under that
specific Regulation to institutions within that category.
While framing any Regulation, the Commission may also sub-categorize any of the Categories in that
Regulation to give a differentiated autonomy under that specific Regulation to institutions within that category.

Prof R Natarajan
Dr. Kavi Mahesh
Director, IIIT - Dharwad
The Classroom is Alive!
It is fashionable these days to say that classroom teaching is obsolete. You see, there are video lectures from the
best universities and teachers across the world. Therefore, it is obvious that we must simply abandon classroom
teaching. The only kind of classroom we need is the one that is massive, open and on-line, that is, MOOC. In
fact, we must start calling teachers learning facilitators and regard students as our customers who have learning
requirements to meet the expectations of their future employers. This indeed is the business of education. Or, is
it?
While it is hard to argue that lecturing is an ideal method of transferring knowledge from the teacher to the
student, reducing all the things that go on in a classroom to lecturing isn’t right either. This is especially the
case in undergraduate education in India where it is rather unrealistic to make the assumptions that go along
with the arguments that intend to dismiss classroom teaching. Key among those assumptions are that the
student:


is mature and rational and has a clear intent to learn the subjects;



has inherent motivation and integrity to put in the necessary time and effort to learn the subjects;



has the foundation and skills necessary to learn the subjects, especially in terms of mathematics, reasoning,
reading comprehension, and basic analytical abilities; and



has no alluring distractions that prevent him from meeting the above three requirements.

The essence of any organized system of education, be it the ancient gurukul tradition or the modern school and
college education, is putting the student through a structured, time bound, discipline of learning with a welldesigned curriculum. It is naïve to assume that this structure can be dismantled entirely or that the student
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satisfies all of the above assumptions and is capable of adhering to a self-governed structure with comparable
effectiveness. Yet, the very need for a structured curriculum is also being questioned today on the premise that
the student learns better in a self-paced individualized learning plan.
On the contrary, it is irrational to go along with an orthodox point of view and ignore the significant
technological developments that facilitate video lessons, e-learning, MOOCs and the like. What then should be
the strategy for a modern programme of study?
The key change that the teaching fraternity should strive to make is to bring back energy and excitement into
the classroom experience, driving away monotony and boredom. There are numerous ways of doing this, some
enabled by new technologies and others solely by individual style and creativity of the teacher. The outcome of
such a change should be a significantly higher level of engagement with the student. There is no single recipe
for what a teacher should do in his or her classroom and, clearly, no single method should be imposed on every
teacher.
The teacher has to perform in (almost) every classroom hour. Lecturing no longer holds monopoly over
teaching and learning. The effective teacher needs to adopt all the modern technologies and bring them into the
classroom experience while augmenting them with innovative ways of engaging with the student. The teacher
has to unshackle himself from orthodox constraints such as the syllabus or the textbook and even the new ones
such as the pre-approved lesson plan or the promised course objectives and outcomes. The department, the
faculty and the institute or university must give such freedom to every teacher.
As we go through these transformations, we have to plan well and avoid getting trapped in newer forms of
prescription and monotony. For example, it may be a very good idea to introduce a few flipped classrooms or to
assess the student’s learning through short and frequent quizzes. However, to prescribe that exactly after 50
minutes of every classroom hour in the entire semester there shall be a quiz via the student’s handheld device is
very likely to become as ineffective as the orthodox systems if not more.
We need to improve the classroom experience of the student. We need to address his single-minded focus on
campus placement to take him to a deeper level of engagement and thereby learning. We need to make the
classroom engagement interesting and challenging. Each day in the classroom must include a surprise or two.
The student must come to expect the unexpected in every class. The engagement should be friendly, yet adhere
to reasonable levels of discipline and academic rigor. How can an institute enable all of these? Only by
allowing each teacher to experiment continually, by exploring their own passion for the subject in every session
and by allowing, expecting and accepting imperfect attempts. The excitement must go on, until the bell rings.

Dr Kavi Mahesh
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Viraj Kumar
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
viraj.kumar.cs@gmail.com
Rethinking the IT Curriculum
Inputs from IT2017 (ACM/IEEE-CS Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate IT
Degree Programmes)
Over the past several decades, ACM and IEEE Computer Society have jointly released model curricula in
various fields of computing. On December 10, 2017, the ACM/IEEE Computer Society Task Group on
Information Technology Curricula released its undergraduate curriculum (IT2017) 1. This is intended to serve as
a globally relevant IT curriculum for the next ten years, and in keeping with recent ACM/IEEE-CS efforts, the
report draws inputs from multiple countries. In this article, we will review IT2017 and reflect on how its
recommendations could be adapted to the Indian context.
Indian students who enter the IT profession with degrees in computing typically hold either a four-year
bachelor’s degree in computer science/computer engineering or a three-year undergraduate degree followed by
a master’s degree in computing or computing applications. Substantially fewer students hold degrees
specifically in information technology. This contrasts with the norm in countries such as China and the United
States where graduates seeking entry into the IT profession often hold IT-specific degrees. China’s education
ministry specifies eight IT degree programmes at the undergraduate level: four focused sub-disciplines of
computing (network engineering, information security, IoT engineering, and digital media techniques) and four
interdisciplinary programmes related to IT (health informatics, bioinformatics, geographic information science,
and information systems management). In the US, undergraduate IT programmes blend elements of computer
science, management, and information systems. Students develop strong foundations in software development,
web and interactive media, data management and database systems, network system administration and
security, but also in user-centric system definition, design, and deployment. If Indian academic institutions
decide to promote programmes that are better attuned to the IT profession2, the IT2017 model curriculum
serves a good starting point.
IT2017 defines the IT discipline as the study of systemic approaches to select, develop, apply, integrate, and
administer secure computing technologies to enable users to accomplish their personal, organizational, and
societal goals. It also envisages IT graduates as collaborative problem solvers, skilled practitioners, or applied
1

ACM and IEEE Computer Society, Information Technology Curricula 2017: Curriculum Guidelines for Baccalaureate Degree
Programs in Information Technology (IT0217). https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/education/curricularecommendations/it2017.pdf
2
Reports on poor employability of graduates by NASSCOM and Aspiring Minds indicate a significant mismatch between graduating
student quality and industry demands.
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research investigators who seek to ensure a superior and productive user experience, perform their duties
ethically, are familiar with laws and regulations that govern the development and operations of IT platforms,
communicate effectively with management and clients, seek secure technology solutions for users to
accomplish their goals, and know how to choose among technological alternatives keeping budgets in mind.
With these expectations in mind, IT2017 suggests several ways in which institutions can better prepare
graduates seeking to become IT professionals. These are summarized below and contrasted with typical
institutional practices in India.
1. Capstone projects: Unlike a course project that primarily focuses on competence developed in that course, a
1-2 semester long capstone project in best suited for the final year because it requires students to take several
preparatory courses (which will require appropriate curriculum restructuring) to reflect multiple
competencies of graduating students. Capstone projects should also address real-world issues such as user
needs, efficiency (including cost) and ethical considerations that are difficult to address in course projects. In
India, many final year students do take semester-long projects, but few of these can be regarded as “capstone
projects” in the sense above. Some students alternately (or additionally) take internship projects. While these
are undoubtedly valuable, internships are not meant as substitutes for capstone projects since their emphases
differ. A crucial challenge to implement meaningful capstone projects at scale in India is the lack of reliable
assessment mechanisms for the sheer number of such projects, particularly given the limited resources
available for evaluation, including policing unethical practices such as plagiarism. One way to reduce the
latter could be to require institutions to make all capstone projects public, thereby making it possible to
expose improper practices by students, faculty or institutions.
2. Fostering teamwork: Students usually need to be forced to work in teams (their natural tendency is usually
to work alone), but team-work should become the norm so that students learn to communicate effectively,
learn to take individual responsibilities and collective ownership, and acquire planning, organizational and
interpersonal skills. Most importantly, faculty require training in providing students with assistive feedback
(e.g., identifying malfunctioning teams and fixing the problems) and evaluating team-work. At present,
many of these elements are severely lacking.
3. Courses in Ethics, Law and Emerging Areas: There are significant variations in the respect given to
courses on ethical and legal behavior and responsibilities across institutions, but these are increasingly
critical areas for IT professionals. In contrast, institutions often strive to provide students with upper-level
electives in “hot” areas such as security, data analytics, cloud computing, etc. While doing so, it is important
that institutions should avoid excessive focus on specific technologies and instead prepare students to be
flexible learners.
4. Entrepreneurial Innovation: Several institutions encourage students to pursue entrepreneurship, and
provide a variety of support such as seed funding, low-cost office space, legal support, etc. It would be
helpful to include a few early elective courses to better prepare students for entrepreneurship, such as in
successful organization, creativity/design thinking, evaluating writing and presenting organization plans,
etc.
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Rethinking the IT curriculum is one of the upcoming agenda items for BITES, and it is hoped that this article
summarizing key suggestions from IT2017 can initiate this much-needed conversation.

Dr. Viraj Kumar
Guest Lecture on “Connecting Minds-Class Room to Cubicle” by Sri Ashok Pamidi, Senior
Director- Member outreach & National Lead - Diversity & Inclusion Initiatives at NASSCOM
Date: February 01, 2018
Venue: BMSCE, Bangalore
Mr Ashok Pamidi an eminent resource person from NAASCOM enriched the faculty with his knowledge about
the transformation from class room to cubicle. Mrs Moneesha Sreevastav also graced the talk and gave us
abundant information regarding career opportunities for students across different domains.
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This was a brain storming session where the speaker briefed about the roles of a teacher/professor in mentoring
students about the current trends and technologies and to guide students to know their area of interest and
pursue their goal. The session was not limited in identifying but also implementing the ideas and to provide a
good platform for the students to show case their ideas and talents.
He briefed about the current technologies and its power in the near future, he also talked about the technologies
or ideas that are going to be extinct in the near future.
The speaker gave information about the internship opportunities at NAASCOM and the different mooc courses
that concentrate on current trends.
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Workshop on “Professional Communication, Ethics and Team Skills”
Date: February 6 & 12, 2018
Venue: BNMIT, Bengaluru
Resource: Dr V B Arathi, Vibhu Academy, Bangalore
BNM Institute of Technology organized this workshop for 75 technical support staff in association with BITES
on 6th Feb & 12th Feb 2018.
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Session1 was on “communication skills”. Dr. V.B. Aarthi addressed the participants on the importance and
need for effective communication in the work place. She shared that a normal communication is done with
oneself up to 80% and rest of the communication is with others. She explained the two modes of
communication such as formal and informal. Formal communication is spoken form to communicate in the
office and public places. Informal way of communication includes interaction with elders, close friends and
relatives. She mentioned applying the 5 Ws for communication: What, Why, Who, With, Whom, When. Any
person who wants to communicate has to pass three gates: What we are going to communicate is truth or not, is
it kind, is it necessary or not. She made participants understand that while communicating with others, the
content of communication should be brief, precise and clear. It will help to avoid the communication gap.
A group activity was conducted to make the above points clear.
She explained the two types of workplace communication: Verbal and nonverbal. Verbal communication is a
way for people to communicate face to face and with eye contact while speaking in group/public. Non verbal
communication is a way for people to communicate by body language, posture, signs and symbols with others.
Session 2 was on “Professional Ethics”. She discussed on seven important points an individual has to follow to
become a professional: Avoid misuse of the resources, Intent for learning, Interest and involvement in work
assigned in their profession, commitment, loyalty, self examination, time sense & cleanliness. The importance
of above points were explained with examples and illustrations
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Session 3 was on “Team Work”. She explained why team work is important in the workplace, importance of
having a vision (common purpose) and explaining this vision to each and every worker of the organization. The
concept of team work was explained with small activity.
She discussed the two points which will help in team building: firstly not to bring emotional and personal
things to the workplace. Secondly one should help each other in the team. There should be one leader and
others have to follow his instructions. The qualities of leader were demonstrated with group activities.
She explained how a leader should look into all dynamics and take extra involvement and come forward to
solve the problem. This was illustrated with small video clip. She touched upon certain points to be considered
for building a good team: unity, work division, role to play and execution of the work. This was explained by
narrating the story of Mahabharata (difference between pandavas and kauravas). A video clip showing how
important the role of each and every person in the workplace was demonstrated.
Participants gave a good feedback for the sessions. They said it was a good learning experience for them. The
workshop was concluded with distribution of certificates to the participants.
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Distinguished Guest Lecture on “Building Universities That Matter”
Date: February 7, 2018
Venue: Hotel Radisson Blu Atria, Bangalore
Resource: Professor Pankaj Chandra,
Vice-Chancellor, Ahmedabad University and Former Director, IIMB
The Karnataka State of Higher Education Council (KSHEC) of Government of Karnataka in association with
Board for IT Education Standards (BITES), Bengaluru had organized a coveted lecture by Professor Pankaj
Chandra, Former Director of IIMB, on the topic of "BUILDING UNIVERSITIES THAT MATTER" @
Radisson Blu Atria on February 07, 2018 at 11.00 AM. The lecture was attended by 120 people consisting of
Vice-Chancellors, bureaucrats, senior faculty members and other select invitees who are chief stakeholders of
higher education sphere.

Professor Pankaj Chandra, in his lecture, touched upon several issues concerning Indian Higher Education
System particularly the wrong approaches / decisions taken by concerned authorities as well as regulatory /
statutory / governing bodies in the selection of academic / education leaders (i.e., the leaders of education
should come from academia and hence the selection should be within Universities). He mentioned that the
higher education system should be allowed to be managed by the academicians rather than by the bureaucracy.
He stressed upon than the fact that the prominence of regulator is responsible for the existing bane of absence
of learning and the root-cause for the failure of higher education. Mere passing of exams is not an indicator for
learning and should not become the end objective of universities.
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Prof. Pankaj Chandra stated that the quality conversations among students, between student-teachers, and
coffee-room conversations among students are the key-components for building / developing / planting
innovations in the higher education systems which in turn determine the future society. The reality is different –
who decides and who chooses such conversations in class-rooms? Are discussions happening at all in the first
place? Are they rightly steered, facilitated and encouraged? In majority instances it is not. He mentioned that
the video-taped lectures cannot become a substitute for the presence as well as engagement by teacher in a
classroom. In fact it could be deterrent to holistic development of student. Student-teacher relationship and
dynamics that emerge subsequent to lectures are curtailed since images are promoted rather than direct
interactions that happen in class-rooms. Most often, the video-taping mentality springs from deep-rooted
mistrust rather than trusting culture among relationships of all concerned in an institute.
Professor Pankaj Chandra mentioned that even now about 35% of aspiring youth with fullest potential enter our
Universities and it is the onus of university that should realize the full potential from a 17-year old teen with
enthusiasm and aspirations. But the reality, today, is that these young people are being trained by teachers who
are undertrained, un-inspiring, and under-achievers. He further stressed that the training of a student in a
university system should encompass constitutional obligation, solving problems of citizenry, preparing for
livelihood and finding passion as well as meaning to life. He was against universities laying stress only to jobs
or placements as it is only a part of the purpose of higher education.
Pankaj Chandra deliberated on the future vistas that could rule higher education in future by describing them as
axes of enquiry in his speech. They are:





Data / Materials / Biology / Behavior;
Health / Transport / Energy / Food
Air / Water / Land / Forests
Individual / Community
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Explaining each of the above frontiers, he emphasized the higher education in near-future should incorporate
these axes of enquiry that have relevance and become contextual for learning and leading life more than
anything else by youth of country.
University is the universe – is so aptly put by Pankaj Chandra. He substantiated that given the diverse nature of
demography, language and different backgrounds our youth come to the fold of higher education, we should
have the appropriate, resilient and sound governance in place. He brought out following points that are realities
as well as prescriptions:


Institutes and Universities in India are diverse which is reflective of Indian Society – so many
languages, so many states and so much of demand for higher education;



Universities should facilitate students discovering of their passions and learning;



Regulatory overarch should vanish; Regulators are to only set the outcomes for institutions and
Universities to achieve them; mandating rules for the standardization would destroy Higher Education
Fabric;



Institutes and Universities to create learning ambience – for both broad and deep learning;



Do not emphasize content over pedagogy, in fact, pedagogy to be dominant given the variety of
backgrounds of students as well as of courses in Higher Education;



Research as rejuvenation and renewal of teaching acumen and not priority of journal publications; they
are currently mandated by petty rules to Annual Perform Indices for faculty appraisals; in fact these urge
faculty to engage in shoddy research to be published in paid journal for just compliance;



It would do good to have institutes / universities that: (1) Have research as priority and hence progress
with research culture in place (2) Just training institutes/university that prepare students to placements
and learning content (3) Institutes/Universities that are not good to be closed down.

Many of the ideas and elaborations came from his recently published wonderful book written by Pankaj
Chandra himself. But, his expositions through the lecture were straight-forward, hard-hitting, original ideas that
could be game-changing, highly relevant, path-breaking, highly disruptive, studded with totally constructive
mantras, the power of which could usher implementable solutions that can address extensive infection that has
diseased our higher education currently dispensed by Indian Universities.
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Workshop on “Professional/Managerial Communication”
Date: February 9-10 & 23-24, 2018
Venue: BNMIT, Bangalore
Resource: Dr. Rakesh Gowdhwani, Adjunct Faculty, IIM Bangalore

The objective of the workshop was to outline the principles and role of communication in strengthening
interaction and hence building confidence in students.
In the morning session Dr. Rakesh highlighted the importance of communication in corporate world by sharing
his own experiences. He asked each student to go in front of audience, introduce themselves and tell something
unique about them. Then he explained about nervousness, how to overcome anxiety and fight panic.
He explained about how to project confidence while speaking by maintaining a straight body posture, eye
contact, smile and speaking with loud and clear voice. He asked the students to repeat the same activity keeping
his advice in mind. The students exhibited better confidence the second time.
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In the afternoon session, He gave an idea of how to structure the speech. Each student was given a topic to
speak it in front of everyone. This speech was recorded and played back so that each student could see his short
fall & improve on it.
Topics like: “Paperless society is a Myth”, “Should Queen Elizabeth step down?”, “Sudoku, a waste of time”
and many more similar topics brought out the speaking ability of the students.
The day ended with a session by assigning an activity to each student to prepare and speak on it for the next
day. Each topic consists of their role to play, their target audience, the subject and purpose of the speech.
On 10th Feb, morning session started with the discussion on the activity that was assigned.
Dr. Rakesh showed a video highlighting content and style required in a speech. Content covered central idea,
opening, body and conclusion. Style covered confidence, facial expressions, hands, body movements and voice
modulation. Each student gave their speech and it was recorded. Then each students recorded speech was
played back to see whether the above elements were present or not.
In the afternoon session, students were asked to do a group activity where they choose a product on which they
wanted to speak. Each group prepared themselves and developed strategies to convince people to buy their
product. Here the student learnt about how to build trust in people and a logic which could change people’s
mind so that they would buy the product.
Through this activity, Dr. Rakesh said that this could be applied to their own projects to convince people why
their product is the best.
Students gave a good feedback for the sessions. They said it was a good learning experience for them. They
shared that more such workshops are welcome & would certainly benefit them.
The workshop was concluded with distribution of certificates to the participants.
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Lecture Demonstration on
"VideoKen - Applying Machine Learning to support Human Learning" by
Dr Manish Gupta, Co-founder and CEO, VideoKen and Infosys Foundation Chair Professor, IIIT
Bangalore
Date: February 23, 2018
Venue: PES University, Bangalore

Dr, KNB Murthy, Vice-Chancellor of PES University and Chairman of BITES, extended a warm welcome to
Dr. Manish Gupta and invited him to talk about VideoKen after a brief introduction about Dr. Manish Gupta.
About 60 faculty members from PES University, East West Institute of Technology as well as BNM Institute of
Technology and 60 students from MTech as well as MCA programs of PES University attended the lecture
demonstration.
Dr. Manish Gupta started his lecture by saying that the rapid changes enabled by technology are making it
imperative for virtually every human being to commit to lifelong learning. He explained the growth of online
courses that led to the widespread availability of high quality video lectures on practically any topic. However,
much of formal learning, in educational institutions as well as corporations, makes inadequate use of these
resources, and purely online learning continues to face challenges that limit its effectiveness. In order to
improve learning effectiveness, a platform called VideoKen that uses novel techniques to support search and
recommendation of educational videos on a given topic has been developed. VideoKen applies machine
learning techniques to index videos, inspired by the analogy with text books, by automatically generating a
table of contents and a glossary, and to gain insights from the learner's interactions with the videos. VideoKen
also supports social learning at multiple levels. It enables faculty to conveniently share their curated video
content within and across institutes, thus helping each other as a community by curating specific video clips and
sharing with their classmates, friends or the organization at large. The program ended with vote of thanks by
Prof. Nitin V Pujari, Chairperson of CSE-PG studies of PES University.
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Lecture Demonstration on "VideoKen - Applying Machine Learning to support Human Learning" by
Dr Manish Gupta, Co-founder and CEO, VideoKen and Infosys Foundation Chair Professor, IIIT
Bangalore
Date: March 2, 2018
Venue: KSIT, Bangalore

The speaker Dr. Manish Gupta started the lecture demonstration by stating some implications for learning such
as student needs to pick up new skills as machine learning, cloud, mobile, IoT, Learning methodology going
through a digital transformation such as classroom learning to online and blended learning and greater emphasis
on self- driven learning, Critical need for learning to learn as lifelong learning. There are millions of learning
videos freely available today such as Khan Academy, NPTEL, UDACITY, edX, TEDX.
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All these videos are overwhelming as they have too much of content, difficulty in personalizing, they are
opaque as videos are cumbersome to navigate and hard to peer inside. The student may be interested in clipping
interesting parts of public videos and combine them with their own content to create powerful customized video
based learning content, quickly share with your peer groups and the larger community, Increase effectiveness of
learning, while lowering the costs associated with it.
The speaker demonstrated how VideoKen can overcome the above mentioned shortcoming of the existing
videos. VideoKen is a collaborative video based social learning platform that helps align employee skills with
business needs by providing easy and effective access to publicly available learning content. VideoKen’s
powerful indexing, curation and self-learning capabilities makes learning intuitive, engaging and fun.
VideoKen's unique video indexing technology is built on a foundation of cutting edge research – involving big
data analytics, machine learning and AI - that has been presented at top international conferences and covered
by multiple granted and pending US patents.
Features of the VideoKen learning management platform include Enhanced Video Search, automatically
generated Table of Contents using section boundaries or section headings, and Phrase Clouds, ability to take
notes and insert bookmarks inside videos, clip, curate and share videos, create course sessions, courses and
curriculums complete with quizzes and assignments and support for gamified learning. The analytics
dashboard understand each learner's performance and engagement level across various dimensions and can help
in devising an appropriate intervention strategies. The Stakeholders students, teachers and Institutions are
benefited in various ways. VideoKen provides additional capabilities to improve learning outcomes and can be
integrated into an existing learning platform.
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Lecture Demonstration on "VideoKen - Applying Machine Learning to support Human Learning" by
Dr Manish Gupta, Co-founder and CEO, VideoKen and Infosys Foundation Chair Professor, IIIT
Bangalore
Date: March 9, 2018
Venue: Reva University, Bangalore

Dr. S.Y.Kulkarni, Vice-Chancellor of REVA University, along with Professor S.S.Manvi and Professor
Mallikarjun Kodabagi extended a warm welcome to Dr. Manish Gupta. Dr. Manish Gupta, Co-founder and
CEO of VideoKen, offered a Lecture Demonstration on "VideoKen - Applying Machine Learning to support
Human Learning" to about 100 Faculty and Research scholars (Industry and Academia) & UG/PG Students of
REVA University.
The growth of online courses has led to the widespread availability of quality video lectures on any topic.
However, much of formal learning, in educational institutions as well as corporations, makes inadequate use of
these resources. Videoken uses novel techniques to support search and recommendation of educational videos
on a given topic. Videoken applies machine learning techniques to index videos by automatically generating
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table of contents and a glossary, and to gain insights from the learners’ interactions with the videos. It also
enables faculty to conventionally share their curated video content within and across institutions, thus helping
each other as a community.
All the participants expressed their view that they are very much satisfied with the workshop and it was more
beneficial for them.

KSHEC Sponsored Workshop on "Smart Governance" by
Prof H S Jamadagni, Former Senior Professor, CEDT, IISc & Team
Date: March 9-10, 2018
Venue: SJP, Bangalore
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The workshop started with formal registration process and inaugurated with a classical music concert by young
musicians.The welcome speech was rendered by Tejashwini V, 6thSem student of Computer Science &
Engineering Dept. Prof.H S Jamadagni briefed about bootcamp agenda, aims and expectations. After the tea
break the citizen engagement framework in E-governance was explained followed by real world demos and
examples.
In the afternoon session Mr.Sagar & team then opened the session by welcoming the participants, asking them
to form group of 4 to 5 members. A brief introduction was given on three projects, namely ”Road Quality
Monitoring”, ”Power Management” , “Traffic Monitoring” and each of the group were asked to prioritize the
three given projects. The groups was sent for data analysis on real time basis at different places, based on the
priority, each group was assigned any of the 1 project to analyze and report the next day. Following the
presentations and snacks, the training-workshop continued with basic commands of python, pandas and Open
CV & the workshop closed for the day.
Day 2 began with python programming with examples commands and the students were given activity based on
data analytics like understanding the data, cleaning, visualizing, algorithms and results. Each member formed a
group and was instructed to communicate the data analytics results to the entire audience. Students were asked
to do data analytics for the data which was collected by them the previous day. Finally after the tea break
feedback session was carried out based on improving technology platforms for e-governance, identifying new
problems and solutions for it.
Valedictory was given by Bharath Lal A R, lecturer Civil Engg Dept. at 5:30PM.
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KSHEC Sponsored Workshop on "Smart Governance" by
Prof H S Jamadagni, Former Senior Professor, CEDT, IISc & Team
Date: March 23-24, 2018
Venue: Dr Ambedkar Institute of Technology, Bangalore

The registration process of participants for the workshop was done from 8.00 AM to 9.00 AM wherein a total
of 75 participants registered for the workshop.
Day 1: 23rd March 2018
The participants, Speaker – Dr. H S Jamadgni, his supporting team from IISc, Musicians troupe and the
organising team had breakfast and assembled in the seminar hall by 9.00 a.m.
A wonderful live instrumental music performance enthralled the audience with Khanjira, Mridangam, Flute and
Morsing for an hour. With this refreshing musical start, Professor and his team next started a session on
Governance, E-Governance and implementing E-Governance with IOT and a few videos related to collection of
data, recognition and analysis of patterns in the collected data. After lunch at 2:00 p.m. Professor and his team
enlightened the students where the flight information from the radio signal receiving sensor. After the demo of
retrieving flight information, students were assigned with few potential problems related to E-Governance such
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as Power cut detection and analysis, Pothole detection and mapping and also Traffic pattern recognition and
analysis using the respective apps and software. Later the students were grouped and were assigned with the
above problems based on their priority. The students were asked to collect the data using the provided apps and
software. After the tea break the students were asked to come up with three Governance problems within the
Institution and also were asked to give a description in three sentences for each problem.
Day 2: 24th March 2018
On the second day after a delicious breakfast, the students were provided with links which contained the data
of the three potential problems. Using Python and the Json arrays the data was parsed and analysed, after the
analysis the results were predicted using Pie-charts. After lunch the Professor asked the students to restate the
problems of Governance within the institution. He also asked the students to come up with solutions based on
IOT for the problems stated. A brief discussion was held regarding the solutions given by the students. After the
high tea, the workshop was concluded with an introduction to Upanyasa, the Professor's vision to carry out
discussions in places like cafeteria, etc., with the decocted minds the students discussed their ideas with the
Professor and his team.

KSHEC Sponsored Workshop on "Smart Governance"
Date: March 26-27, 2018
Venue: Sri Krishnarajendra Silver Jubilee Technological Institute (SKSJTI), Bangalore
Prof H S Jamadagni, Former Senior Professor, CEDT, IISc & Team
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The workshop was traditionally inaugurated with light music and Prof. Jamadagni from IISc gave an
introduction on how Internet of Things is utilized in E- governance. Mr. Sagar Simha explained the aims and
expectations from the workshop. The first session covered e-governance, and examples of initiatives of
government of India and governments across the world, citizen engagement framework in e-governance and
demonstrated with examples. The second session covered IOT analytics, deployments, data collection and
how tools like python, pandas & Open CV are used for data analytics.
The Second day of workshop covered understanding of data, cleaning, visualizing, algorithms and results were
demonstrated lively and also taught how improving technology platform can be used for e-governance and
during the last session how new problems can be identified in e-governance and how to find a solutions to them
were covered. Prof. Pradeep Kumar K and faculty members of SKSJTI and 64 students were present during the
2 day workshop.
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Workshop on Experiential Learning of Http Protocol
Date: March 26-27, 2018
Venue: East West Institute of Technology, Bangalore
Dr. Ram P Rustagi, MD of Cavisson, Bangalore

A two days workshop was conducted for the students of 6th Semester. The workshop was focused on
Experiential Learning of HTTP Protocol.
Dr. Ram Rustagi discussed about Network tools on the first day. It was very informative as the students study
Computer Networks in their Academics. He also gave hands on experience for the students which made them
explore more about the tools of Networks.
Dr. Neelam Bhavane gave an overview about HTTP Protocol and discussed about Network delays on the
second day. Hands on session were also facilitated for the students.
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Workshop on
“Practical Approach to Networking Concepts”
Date: April 2-3, 2018
Venue: DBMS Lab, Old Building, KSIT, Bengaluru
Dr. Ram P. Rustagi, MD of Cavisson, Bengaluru

Recent years have witnessed revolutionary advances in the speed and scope of packet data based computer
communication networks. A practical approach is superior to theoretical approach when learning computer
networks. A 2 day workshop was conducted for 40 students of 6th semester. They were motivated to learn
computer networking concepts practically with some hands-on session.
The Program was inaugurated by Dr. T. V. Govindaraju, Principal and Dr. Rekha .B. Venkatapur, Prof. HOD,
Dept of CSE. On day one Dr. Ram P Rustagi and Dr. Neelam Bawane acquainted the students to basic
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networking tools such as Wireshark and tcpdump as packet analyzer. Followed by Hand-on on usage of some
of the tools such as wget, nc, ping and traceroute, HTTP Basics, set up, data transfer and tear down sessions on
TCP and UDP protocols were conducted. Second day the partial content delivery, compression topics were
discussed. Followed by Hands-on session on Persistent Connections, Cache-control, Hands-on Keepalive,
cache, 304, E-tags an Auth.
The resource persons provided vast practical knowledge to the students and they were very enthusiastic
throughout the workshop. The workshop gave them the awareness on how really network practically works and
made them understand theoretical concept of networking in depth.

Guest Lecture on
“Need for rating for improving quality and QS I-Gauge” by
Dr. Chetan Singai
Senior Consultant, QSERA Pvt Ltd, Bengaluru, India
Date: April 16, 2018
Venue: MCA Seminar Hall, PES University Campus, Bengaluru
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About 55 senior academicians and administrators from PES University - Bengaluru, KS Institute of Technology
- Bengaluru, Siddaganga Institute of Technology - Tumkur, East West Institute of Technology - Bengaluru, KS
School of Engineering and Management - Bengaluru, and East West College of Engineering - Bengaluru attend
the lecture.
Dr. Chetan Singai mentioned that Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) is the UK based publisher of the QS world
university rankings and related regional as well as subject rankings. Based on the experience of developing QS
Stars University rating systems, QS has designed a comprehensive and independent rating system, in the name
of QS I-Gauge, for Indian colleges and universities. QS I-Gauge has the following primary and secondary
indicators:
Categories

# Sub-Category
Points
1 Teaching and Learning (TL) 250
2 Faculty Quality (FQ)
150
3 Employability (EP)
200
Primary Indicators
4 Student Diversity (SD)
200
5 Facilities (FC)
150
6 Social Responsibility (SR)
150
7 Accreditation (AR)
100
1 Arts and Culture (AC)
100
2
Faculty
Diversity
(FD)
100
Secondary Indicators
(Select any two for a college and 3 Entrepreneurship (ET)
100
Research + any one for a University)
4 Research (RE)
100
5 Innovation (IV)
100
If overall points is 145 then "Provisional" is awarded while 345 points "Bronze", 550
points "Silver", 785 points "Gold", 1025 points "Diamond" and 1260 points
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"Diamond+" in addition to getting "Diamond" for all categories.
He stated that the methodology is evidence driven, transparent and holistic. QS I∙GAUGE has been adapted to
capture the reality of the dynamic Indian higher education sector, while at the same time maintaining the strict
quality standards that are synonymous with the QS brand. The QS Stars rating has been used by institutions in
many creative ways, including in magazine ads, bus ads and billboards as well as on websites.
Dr.Chetan mentioned that QS I·GAUGE can function as an institutional score card and institutions receive a
detailed and confidential report on their strengths and weaknesses, providing a roadmap for their further
development. As the QS I·GAUGE rating is re-assessed every 3 years, it is an invaluable tool for institutional
research and planning. The strategic and systematic management of quality improvement in higher education
requires comprehensive and tangible performance data and ideally, reliable benchmarks for peer-group
comparisons. This is exactly what the QS I·GAUGE ratings process delivers.
Several questions were asked by the participants and also provided a few inputs for improvement of QS IGauge. The Lecture ended with vote of thanks to the speaker and the participants.

Book Launch of
“Contemporary Issues in IT Education - Volume II” by
Sri. S.V. Ranganath (IAS- Rtd),
Vice Chairman, KSHEC, GOK and Former Chief secretary, GOK
Date: May 8, 2018
Venue: PES University, Bangalore
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BITES organized a Book Launch of “Contemporary Issues in IT Education - Volume II” at PES University
Campus on May 08, 2018 at 2.00 PM. The book was released by Shri SV Rangnanath, the Vice Chairman of
KSHEC in the presence of luminaries Professor B.S.Sonde (Former VC - Goa University and Former Professor
- Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru), Professor S.Sadagopan (Director, IIIT-Bengaluru), Professor
M.N.Channabasappa (Director, SIT, Tumkur), Dr. Karisiddappa (VC-VTU, Belagvi), Dr. KNB Murthy
(Chairman, BITES and VC-PESU) and Sri. M.N.Vidyashankar (Former Additional Chief Secretary, GOK and
Former President, IESA)
The Compendium contains 36 Editorials and 38 guest editorials by Prof. R. Natarajan, expert academicians and
industry leaders communicating their observations and thoughts on topics concerning higher education as well
as specialist viewpoints on concurrent topics from January 2010 to November 2017. The objective of bringing
out the compendium was to make available all inputs in one book so that informed choices / decisions can be
made by the concerned. The program started with a welcome by Dr. KNB Murthy, Chairman of BITES, with
opening remarks on the compendium.
Shri Ranganath, in his address, emphasized that IT education has a significance and innovation that could
contribute to economy of the country. He mentioned that we need to work towards developing next generation
googles and FaceBooks from India. He further said that Artificial Intelligence has a unique capability of not
only providing good hands-on practice that is so useful for both teaching and effective learning. He stressed that
the teacher will be an integral component to help and mentor students and the MOOCS can never be a
substitute.
Dr. Sadagopan, Director of IIIT-b, spoke on the occasion and remarked that BITES started in the year 2000 at
IIIT-b under the leadership of Prof. KRS Murthy, former Director of IIMB, by Sri. Vivek Kulkarni to bridge the
gap between academia and Industry. He further mentioned that he is associated with BITES since inception and
he is happy with the progress by sustaining the activities for a period of 17 long years.
Dr. Karisiddappa, VC of VTU, expressed his happiness for having invited to be a part of the event and assured
all support from VTU to BITES activities.
Dr. Sonde, in his presidential remarks said that there is a big scope to frame relevant syllabi for IT education in
India in the background that AICTE has not attempted syllabi in the recently available model curriculum. He
said BITES along with VTU should work together to fill in this gap of helping AICTE to go ahead with
suggesting model syllabus that would be contextual and help in dispensation of effective IT education.
The meeting was attended by many professors and principals along with faculty members including students of
several colleges, office bearers of BITES, several Heads of Departments of PES University and distinguished
invitees. Shri MN Vidyashankar proposed a vote of thanks.
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